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About GeyserCoin 

GeyserCoin Cryptocurrency

   GSR is a new cryptocurrency mining approach that uses well-known mining 
methods: PoW (Proof of Work) - proof of mining based on calculations using 
hardware and software (miners) and PoS (Proof of Stake) - proof ownership shares, 
mining prot calculation depends on the number of stored coins and does not 
require specialized equipment.

   The main difference is that at the same time both types of mining cannot 
work. Each stage of mining takes ~ 14 days (10080 blocks). 
   At the PoW stage, 1890 coins can be mined, while during the PoS phase the 
number of coins mined depends on the coins stored in the wallet.

   This approach to coin mining minimizes ination. Our system for controlling 
the issue of coins makes it possible to join the project not only for owners of spe-
cialized equipment.
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Technical information
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Algorithm: scrypt
Total coin supply:4500000
Pre-mine:300000 GSR ~ 6%
Coinbase maturity:120 Blocks
Confirmations:10 Blocks

PoW revard:
TTotal coin supply:4500000 GSR
Pre-mine:300000 GSR ~ 6%
Coinbase maturity:120 Blocks
Confirmations:10 Blocks

PoW reward: 3 coins reward per block
after block 100800 reward: 1.5 coins per block
After block 206640 reward: 0.75 conins per block
AAfter block 208910 reward: 0.375 conins per block
After block 211680 reward: 0.1875 conins per block

PoS interest:100%
PoS reward reducing to 35% at block 645120

During phase PoW - PoS turns off

RPC port: 10555
P2P port: 10556

TThe difficulty of mining is adjusted by each block.



Project goal
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   The main goal of the project is to support and develop the infrastructure for 
the conservation of unique natural phenomena - Geysers. Our project aims to help 
organizations involved in the conservation of nature, as well as the elimination of 
the negative effects of human exposure.

   We create a product that will allow other cryptocurrencies to develop. Our 
platform will allow holding promotions (lotteries) to attract the maximum number 
of users to your projects! Cryptocurrency owners are given the opportunity to 
organize raffles of their coins on the basis of lotteries (we do not welcome 
gambling, so the type of lottery will be based on generally accepted international 
standards and will not violate the laws of any country).

   lottery - a game that is conducted in accordance with the contract and in 
which one side (lottery operator) draws a lottery prize fund, and the other side 
(lottery participant) receives the right to win if it is recognized as winning in accor-
dance with the terms of the lottery. The agreement between the lottery operator 
and the lottery participant is concluded on a voluntary basis and is issued by 
issuing a lottery ticket, lottery receipt or electronic lottery ticket.



Electronic lottery
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   Our project involves the creation of an electronic lottery.

   Electronic lottery ticket - an electronic document certifying the right to partici-
pate in the lottery lottery, conrming the conclusion of an agreement between the 
lottery operator and the lottery participant, containing secure information about the 
registered lottery rate (lottery rates), located in the lottery information processing center 
and allowing identication of the lottery participant who paid lottery bet (lottery bets).

   Winnings - a part of the lottery prize pool determined according to the lottery con-
ditions, paid in cash to the lottery participant, transferred (in kind) to the lottery or given 
to the lottery participant recognized as winning in accordance with the lottery terms.

   lottery prize fund - a combination of funds, other property or services intended for 
payment, transfer or granting of winnings in accordance with the conditions of the 
lottery.

   lottery prize pool prize drawing - a procedure carried out by the lottery operator 
using lottery equipment and is based on the principle of randomly determining 
winnings to be paid, transferred or provided to the winning lottery participants in accor-
dance with the terms of the lottery.

   lottery ticket - a document certifying the right to participate in the lottery and 
conrming the conclusion of an agreement between the lottery operator and the 
lottery participant.

   lottery receipt - a document issued by the lottery terminal, certifying the right to 
participate in the lottery lottery and conrming the conclusion of an agreement 
between the lottery operator and the lottery participant.



Electronic lottery
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   lottery participant - a person who has reached the age of eighteen years, having 
the right to participate in the lottery prize fund on the basis of an agreement concluded 
with the lottery operator.

   lottery bet - the price of one paid lottery combination. The acceptance of the 
lottery bet (lottery bets) is conrmed by the issuance of a lottery ticket, lottery receipt to 
the lottery participant, an information message about the acceptance of the lottery bet 
(lottery bets) and registration of the electronic lottery ticket.

      lottery combination - a set of inscriptions, drawings, symbols or numbers 
provided (entered) on the lottery ticket, lottery receipt and electronic lottery ticket 
provided for by the lottery conditions.

      lottery program - a program for electronic computers designed and used to 
collect data on common lottery tickets and lottery bets accepted, to record and register 
or manage lottery equipment during the drawing of the lottery prize pool. The lottery 
programs used during the lottery should not contain hidden features that are not 
described or do not match the capabilities described in the technical documentation of 
the software and which may violate the condentiality, accessibility or integrity of the 
processed information.

      Circulation - the number of lottery tickets, lottery receipts, electronic lottery tickets 
sold, participating in the drawing of the lottery prize pool (part of the prize pool) in 
accordance with the lottery conditions

   The organization of the payment of winnings is carried out in the currency (crypto-
currency) in which the lottery ticket was paid.



To investors and 
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participants

For Investors:

      We provide an opportunity to organize a lottery for investors in the currency in 
which they prefer. The list of currencies (cryptocurrencies) can be replenished depend-
ing on the wishes of the investor. The investor from the moment of gaining access to the 
creation of the lottery becomes the organizer of the lottery. The controller of the lottery 
remains the owner of the lottery site (such a system was created to protect the lottery 
participants).

   A prerequisite for the lottery is that the amount of winnings in tickets cannot be 
lower than 75% of the amount of tickets purchased. The distribution of the lottery 
jackpot depends on the type of lottery.

For participants:

      Lottery participants get the opportunity to purchase a lottery ticket in the currency 
in which they prefer. Ticket refund (ticket price) is possible only in the form of a win (pro-
vided that the combination of tickets satises the conditions for winning the lottery). 
The minimum winnings cannot be less than 50% of the cost of one ticket.

   The lottery participant has the right to familiarize himself with the terms of the 
lottery before purchasing the lottery ticket.



Electronic lottery
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   We do not stop developing our project and the new platform provides new oppor-
tunities for the project!

   What does the launch of the new platform for GSR mean:

  1.  Each investor pays to add a new lottery to Geysercoin.

  2.  Adding new coins to the platform will also be paid exclusively in the GSR

  3 . The cost of adding new lotteries and coins to the platform will be regulated by the 
BTC / GSR rate

   These three points will allow us to adjust the course of GeyserCoin as well as control 
it in the future.
   Additionally, we plan to create an exchanger on our platform. Adding coins to the 
exchange site will be automatic when adding a lottery in a new currency.


